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Abstract 

This paper examines Columbus, Ohio, one of the top twenty cities Amazon might select for the site of 

HQ2. As a market analyst for Invesco, a real estate investment company, we mined the existing business analyst 

research on Columbus. We compared this with our own insights gleaned from demographic modeling in ArcGIS 

and the Tapestry tool, to determine why Columbus should be selected for Amazon’s HQ2. We also pulled 

information on current commercial, office and apartment listings from LoopNet to determine where HQ2 could 

be built in the city. Columbus offers many locational and cost advantages, with the only major drawbacks 

concerning its airport and public transit system. Yet even here, there is potential to meet Amazon’s needs. For 

Invesco, whether Amazon comes to Columbus or not, this city has some attractive investment potential. 

Introduction 
In January 2018, Amazon, the Seattle-based online retail giant, announced the top twenty cities it is 

considering as the location for its second company headquarters (McCartney et al. 2018). The original list of core 

preferences for site and building were laid out in an RFP document September 2017 and included: 30-mile 

proximity to a population center of a million or more, within 1-2 mile range of major roadways, forty-five minute 

drive-time to an International airport, access to mass transit at site for an initial square footage of 500,000+ with 

up to 8 million by 2027 on 100 acres of land. That acreage need not be contiguous but still pedestrian friendly. 

Columbus, Ohio qualified based on this initial list of core preferences. In determining which of the top twenty 

cities would ultimately be selected as the new home for HQ2, Amazon offered a list of other important 

considerations for finding the best fit. These include excellent fiber connectivity, favorable business climate, 

friendly state and local government, excellent universities, high quality of life and housing options, and a diverse 

and educated population. Ultimately, as all businesses must answer to their shareholders, Amazon was not shy 

about requesting financial and tax incentives. Tellingly, Amazon also requested information on wage rates for 

the type of employees and cost of living, too (Amazon 2018).  

As market analysts for Invesco, we sought to determine why Amazon should choose Columbus for HQ2. 

How well does Columbus meet this secondary list of preferences? We also sought to list out all the commercial 

land and existing office space for sale in Columbus that could be acquired for HQ2. Additionally, we wanted to 
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identify any investment opportunities that might be of interest to Invesco, whether or not Amazon locates in 

Columbus. 

Methods 

To locate potential sites where Amazon might build its new campus or purchase existing office space, we 

used the Loopnet.com site. Here, we searched for all commercial land, office space and apartment buildings for 

sale in the Columbus, Ohio metro. We excluded medical office space and apartment buildings with less than 20 

units.  

As newly minted users of ArcGIS, we wanted to pull some research information for ourselves using the 

Esri ArcGIS Business Analyst software package. In here, we created a buffer zone around the city’s airport for 

forty-five minute drive-time as well as a buffer zone for the 30-mile radius of the downtown center. Comparing 

this to the map with point data detailing the location of each of the real estate sites we found in LoopNet reveals 

how centrally located to the city center and airport Amazon’s options are. Also, with this same tool we were able 

to create an illustrated infographic with all the basic demographic information for Columbus.  This included a 

panel section for the top 3 Esri Tapestry Sections for Columbus.  Such information helps reveal if the new potential 

environments for team members that may wish to transfer might align with the familiar feel of Seattle. For more 

information on the meaning of each of these tapestry profiles, one can go to www.esri.com/data/tapestry.  

For information on the other qualities sought for, we found that many analysts, financial firms, and other 

individuals have researched Columbus thoroughly with the HQ2 announcements. As time is limited and our own 

experience with data analysis is extremely new, it seemed wise to thoroughly review the findings of these others 

to find the most diverse and informed opinion on Columbus’s HQ2 potential. We mined many, but selected the 

most credible sources for our final report. 

Results 

We will now look at how Columbus stacks up in terms of fiber connectivity; business climate & 

government; universities & education levels; quality of life & housing options; diversity, and financial incentives. 

We will list the potential HQ2 real estate sites found as well as a few additional properties that might be of 

interest to Invesco. 

http://www.esri.com/data/tapestry
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Fiber Connectivity 

It looks like Columbus, Ohio is a winner on this count. Ohio is recognized as being a long-term leader for 

broadband fiber network and speeds. It has “more fiber optical broadband installed per capita than any other 

state in the nation” at higher speeds across a broader network than any other state (OARnet 2018). The 

Columbus fiber network boasts minimal disruption, increased network security, “quicker access to customers, 

greater network scalability, and better network redundancy” which all translates into a network system designed 

to support a very large commercial enterprise like Amazon HQ2 represents. This is just one reason why other 

companies seeking to enhance their worldwide IT operations are moving to Columbus (CFN 2018). 

Business & Government Climate 

Columbus boasts a diversified economy of multiple industries which all provides for a rich crop of talent 

heading to this city seeking employment. City government is also described as being “progressive” in its backing 

of forward-thinking policies and city plans (Suder 2018). According to an annual survey of CEOs, Ohio is seen as 

one of the best places in the country to do business thanks to tax cuts and good city management (Nichols 

2013). As recently as November of 2017, Site Selection Magazine ranked Ohio as number 4 for business-

friendliness among all states, after Georgia, North Carolina, and Texas (Williams 2017). Inbound Logistics also 

ranks Columbus among the top 9 for logistics hotspots (Scherer 2018). Columbus also serves as a test market for 

fast food companies, which may translate into a willingness to be a test market for Amazon products and ideas 

according to some researchers (Hensel 2017). 

Universities & an Educated Population 

Columbus is home to Ohio State, the university with the third highest enrollment in the nation (Hensel 

2017). Additionally, other cities with major tech talent such as Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Cincinnati are relatively 

close by, so Amazon will have no shortage of educated talent to fill the needed roles. Columbus has also 

“consistently been rated one of the most educated, literate, and intelligent cities in the U.S” (Suder 2018) with 

more than 38% of the population holding a college degree according to our Esri census data (Figure 1). 

Quality of Life & Housing Options 

Columbus is said to offer all the amenities that Amazon employees would want but without the higher 

expense of other cities. With walkable neighborhoods, low cost of living, low unemployment, tons of outdoor 

activities, sports, and quality shopping venues coupled with affordable, quality housing (Suder 2018), Columbus 

tends to attract a younger population. Being described as family-friendly, too, it is no wonder that Columbus is 

rated as one of the top places to live in America. In fact, home sale prices, rents and overall cost of living are 

rated as lower here than in any other major city in America, while salaries are only slightly less than the national 
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average. The weather is pleasant, too. Average temperature ranges from highs of 62.5 to lows of 44.2 make it a 

little on the cooler side, but not too hot or cold to make one miserable (Auletto 2017). 

According to the Esri Tapestry profile for Columbus, the city is characterized by Bright Young 

Professionals, Green Acres, and Rustbelt Traditions tapestries.  

Diversity 

Columbus is seen as a city that “offers opportunity and a relatively flat social hierarchy” which is great 

for attracting the smart, mobile crowd of today’s tech employees (Suder 2018). Ohio State University is also a 

major draw for people from places all over the world which gives the city a “multicultural flair” (Auletto 2017). 

Additionally, BET Networks ranked Columbus as the number one city for African-Americans to live, work, and 

raise a family (Suder 2018). 

Financial Incentives 

When it came to incentive offers, Columbus did not stint. The city offered 100% tax abatement for 15 

years for all sites that would be associated with Amazon’s new HQ2. Additionally, Amazon would be given a 

thirty-five percent income tax refund from withholdings for all HQ2’s new full-time employees for 15 years. This 

would all add up to over $400 million dollars in incentives for tax refunds alone, plus nearly half a million dollars 

for every million dollars spent on property investments (Ashworth 2018). 

Potential Real Estate Sites for HQ2 & Invesco 

We found over sixteen million square feet—or more than 360 acres--of commercial land (Table 1), and 

well over 500,000 square feet of existing office space (Table 2) available for purchase right now. Much of the 

land available for development is offered for pennies per square foot, and about half of all this is right near the 

heart of the urban center. One author describes downtown Columbus as being “shovel-ready for the kind of 

neighborhood Amazon is looking to build” (Suder 2018). 

We also found some sites that may be of interest to Invesco whether or not Amazon picks Columbus. 

Based on the sort of properties Invesco currently holds, we believe the office buildings italicized and bolded in 

table 2 as well as the apartment buildings listed in table 3 could be very attractive investments for Invesco’s 

clients.  

Discussion & Limitations 

Based on our review of data pulled from LoopNet, ArcGIS, and a study of the online resources available 

for Columbus, it would seem that this city has almost everything going for it to be selected as Amazon’s HQ2 in 

terms of environment, costs, workforce, site availability and incentives. It even has additional qualities not 
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specifically named by Amazon, but that certainly could be seen as a perk to Amazon leadership. Like the fact that 

Columbus is only a 2 hour drive/20 minute flight away from Amazon’s global air hub at the Cincinnati/northern 

Kentucky International Airport (Suder 2018).  

It is important to note that other than the Bright Young Professionals Tapestry profile, the average 

profile of Columbus is a bit of a departure from Seattle. So there could be some culture adjustments for Seattle 

transplants. Yet Columbus is known to be a friendly place (Auletto 2017). 

However, the two major strikes that could potentially defeat Columbus are its lack of direct flights to 

Seattle and its weak public transit system. There are no international flights from Columbus either, except 

seasonally to Cancun in Mexico. However, Columbus does offer direct flights to every other major airport hub in 

the US, and perhaps new service to Seattle would be added once Amazon’s presence establishes a need. As for 

the public transit, it is noted that Columbus still does not suffer from much traffic congestion in spite of its 

limited transit options (Auletto 2017).  Amazon also has a unique opportunity to work with Columbus city 

officials to build the public transit system “of the future” using the U.S. DOT Smart Cities Grant that the city just 

won last year. Columbus plans on initiating a huge public transit plan, and Amazon would be arriving just in time 

to have a say as to how it all unfolds (Suder 2018). 

For Invesco, Columbus represents a city ripe with opportunities to invest. With a local and state 

government determined to continually enhance the city’s business and living appeal and infrastructure, plus the 

draw of low cost of living, low unemployment, a major university, and a thriving job market, Columbus is only 

going to continue to grow rapidly as word gets out and people come here looking for a better way of life. Large 

urban apartment buildings will likely be in demand as will office space once all the downtown areas open for 

development presently are snatched up and utilized. 

In putting together this research, we did experience the limitations of our own inexperience with many 

of the tools of GIS and geographic research. GIS is completely new to us, and in all our class projects, data sets 

are usually provided. We would have liked to have created our own set of point data using the site location 

addresses collected from LoopNet that we might have then added as a layer in ArcGIS over our drive-time/radial 

map. This would have made the maps even easier to understand, interpret and edit. Additionally, some other 

very interesting tools could have then been applied. 
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Conclusion 

Given that direct service to Seattle might be added, and that a public transportation system is in the 

works that Amazon could customize to suit its every need, there is truly no other reason why Columbus wouldn’t 

be a boon to Amazon for HQ2 with its beautifully centralized location and many attractive qualities mentioned in 

this report. With a pro-business environment, hundreds of millions in lucrative incentives offered, an educated 

and diverse workforce, low cost of living and high quality of life potential, Columbus has so much to offer 

Amazon.  

Whether or not HQ2 ends up in Columbus, however, this is a city on the rise, and prices are still among 

the lowest in the country. That makes this the best time to get in and purchase land and other real estate for 

development. In very little time, the magic something that charmed Amazon into even considering Columbus will 

woo other corporate and venture capitalist investors to claim what Amazon passed up. This seems to be the time 

then to buy low and look forward to selling high in the very near future. We recommend Invesco look into being 

a part of that elite group of investors who will capitalize on Columbus, starting with a review of the existing 

properties outlined in tables 1, 2 and 3. 

We thank you for reading this report. 
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Tables & Figures 

Table 1. 

Commercial Land For Sale in Columbus, Ohio 
Lot Sq Ft Address 

2,684,603 3820 Codet Rd 

156,816 N Wilson Rd 

53,143 4094 E Main St 

1,188,317 2997 S High St 

1,921,432 4080-4086 S High St 

144,619 2320 S High St 

560,500 2101 Stelzer Rd 

171,409 3035 Stelzer Rd 

69,696 0 Refugee Rd 

217,800 3375 Refugee Rd 

1,145,628 3131 Refugee Rd 

130,680 3770 Refugee Rd 

326,700 600 Worthington Woods Blvd 

1,089,000 5436 Scarborough Blvd 

86,249 Hamilton Rd @ Preserve Columbus 

65,340 5531 N Hamilton Rd 

98,446 4530 N Hamilton Rd 

101,930 2097 S Hamilton Rd 

1,693,613 0 Alton Darby Creek Rd 

1,241,460 00 Alton Darby Creek Rd 

439,956 1580 Georgesville Rd 

53,143 1300 Morse Rd 

108,900 6515 E Broad St 

93,218 5830 Sullivant Ave 

283,576 2561 Lockbourne Rd 

777,110 599 Frank Rd 

364,162 0 Groveport Rd 

72,310 0 N Cassady Ave 

166,835 Presidential Gateway @ Corporate Exchange Dr 

618,552 2890 Bridgewalk St 

16,125,143 Total Commercial Land Lot Square Footage 
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Table 2. 

Office Buildings For Sale in Columbus, Ohio 
Office Sq Ft Address 

111,780 6480 Busch Blvd 

52,005 8740 Orion Pl 

29,000 4041 N High St 

38,907 2221 Schrock Rd 

10,982 625 E North Broadway 

115,770 8101 N High St 

3,647 772 S Front St 

7,200 2600-2610 Billingsley Rd 

6,900 1156 Alum Creek Dr 

7,258 503 S High St 

2,800 500 S 4th St 

4,930 29 W 3rd Ave 

7,920 821-827 E Long St 

10,000 5969 E Livingston Ave 

2,325 815 Grandview Ave 

8,424 1050 kingsmill Pkwy 

3,842 987 S High St 

9,000 3246 W Henderson Rd 

6,034 43 Hamilton Park 

86,814 80 S 6th St 

27,820 37 N High St 

7,200 2641 Oakstone Dr 

560,558 Total Existing Office Space Square Footage 
 

Table 3. 

Apartments For Sale in Columbus, Ohio 
Units Building Sq Ft Address 

66 50,506 3170 Cleveland Ave 

24 33,000 1378 King Ave 

23 13,200 101 E 14th Ave 
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Figure 1. Infographic from Esri software model identifying the demographic characteristics of the selected buffer 

zones for Columbus, OH. 

 

 

Figure 2. Point data for the commercial and office properties to the left within a 30 mile radius of city center 
compared to 45-minute drivetime from airport/30 mile from city center radius map on the right shows how most 
of the sites available in Columbus are right in the middle of the city and only a few minutes drive from the airport. 
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